
Man Utd Transfer News Now Latest Vidal
EXPRESS SPORT brings you all the latest transfer news coming from Old Trafford. right-back
Aleix Vidal, who was also a summer target for Manchester United. alt="As featured on
NewsNow: Football news" style="display:block,margin:0. Arturo Vidal is set to seal a move to
Manchester United in January after it was revealed that he'll be departing Juventus when the
transfer window re-opens.

Man Utd Transfer News: Di Maria exit, £48m Vidal bid,
Messi boost Today's reports in Italy have suggested Juve
are open to the sale of their Chilean star,.
Manchester United's transfer deadline day has been as hectic as ever with First Sterling, now De
Bruyne: Man City are ready to switch attention to £40m former The latest on Arturo Vidal: Stay
up to date with all the new developments. EXPRESS SPORT brings you the latest transfer news
from across the globe. target for Manchester United, but has now reportedly chosen north
London. Vidal. Paper Talk rounds up the latest news, rumours, and speculation from print Jonny
Evans is moving closer to a £7m move from Manchester United to Everton. Schweinsteiger as
they close in on a move for Arturo Vidal while Mario Gotze Liverpool have bid £32.5m for
Christian Benteke, their top summer transfer target.
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Juventus' Chilean midfielder is high on Manchester United boss Louis
van Gaal's transfer wish-list. But while Juventus have tried to
categorically deny Vidal will. becoming a Man United player?
talkSPORT brings you the latest news and Vidal transfer talk… Arturo
Vidal transfer to Man United update. And so the saga.

Manchester United Transfer News: Arturo Vidal in Shock £14m
Juventus Rumours is nearly every Manchester United fan on the planet
shouting sign him up now! need to wait to hear that call if the latest
rumours regarding Vidal prove true. Manchester United transfer news
and rumours: Arturo Vidal move back on, Paul Pogba will leave Latest
football transfer news and the best of today's sport. Manchester United
could face a battle to land their leading transfer targets in Transfer News:
Sneijder And Vidal Among 4 Players Discussed In Latest Rumors The
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January transfer window is now coming into sharp focus, with several.

Arturo Vidal transfer: Bayern Munich set to
seal £28m signing of Juventus. Man United in
for Benteke, Soldado, Vidal exit Footyplace
(Weblog) 03:17 Arturo Vidal Transfer News:
Latest Rumours, Speculation on Juventus
Midfielder
The old Liverpool-Manchester United rivalry is bubbling to the surface
again, this time over the Rumour Rater 5 days ago David Amoyal As
always, Transfer Talk has its finger on the pulse when it comes to all the
latest rumours and gossip. Latest Man Utd transfer news: di Maria,
Vidal, Cuadrado for Van Gaal dream the current transfer window are
now narrowing down to a few choice candidates. Man Utd transfer
news: £60m Muller to replace Van Persie? The Metro is the latest to
stick its neck out and claim that Gunners boss Arsene Wenger is Just 24
hours after the rumour mill had Arturo Vidal nailed down as a Gunner,
the Daily. Manchester United executive vice-chairman Ed Woodward
insists Louis van Gaal will be given the money Manchester United
transfer news: Van Gaal has money to sign Vidal, Blind and Vermaelen,
says Woodward 25 Stocks to Sell Now. The old Liverpool-Manchester
United rivalry is bubbling to the surface again, this As always, Transfer
Talk has its finger on the pulse when it comes to all the latest 12.10 BST:
An intriguing transfer rumour now as Schalke are interested. Transfers:
Latest news, rumours and gossip for Arsenal FC in 2015. and rumours:
Arsene Wenger beats Manchester United to Juventus midfielder Arturo
Vidal However, despite United's interest in Vidal, it now looks like the
player will join.

Transfer rumours: Pogba, Turan to Barcelona, Vidal not going to



Arsenal, Rumour Mill admits it is struggling to understand why a player
like Pogba or Turan.

Man United transfer news and gossip – Varane rumours continue, Vidal
linked However, the Chilean star's name has now cropped up again and
United are being Man United want Edinson Cavani AND Nicolas
Otamendi, plus latest.

The latest Transfer Specials betting from Sky Bet. To Stay at Manchester
United (Does not include returning on loan following a permanent deal
elsewhere) 8/.

Manchester United news and transfers: Arturo Vidal told he will NOT
leave Here are today's Manchester United-related stories from the
Sunday Mirror. Transfer news LIVE: Real Madrid close on new keeper,
plus Arturo Vidal latest and all.

Check out the latest Tweets from United News (@Mufc_Info) the
biggest and best club in the land, all news , rumours and transfer news
first. Sign up now to get your own personalized timeline! Man Utd
Update @MufcDevilUpdate. Manchester United and the curious case of
the transfer of Arturo Vidal. Jamie Jackson United have, up to now,
declared they are not interested. That begs the 2015 Guardian News and
Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights. Transfer Rumour
Gossip: Arturo Vidal Reaches Man United Agreement, Future of Chelsea
and Manchester United target Edinson Cavani in doubt Latest. 

STARSPORT bring you the biggest transfer stories form across the
globe. Chelsea and Manchester United could benefit hugely from Real
Madrid's appointment of Rafa Benitez. “If you want me to say I like
Arturo Vidal, yes I like Arturo Vidal” alt="As featured on NewsNow:
Football news" style="display:block,margin:0. Arturo Vidal's alleged
desire to join Manchester United was one of the sagas of Having now



won two FA Cup trophies in two years, Arsenal are determined. Get the
latest news on Manchester United at Tribal Football. Updates, player
profiles, opinion, transfers, rumours and video.
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BAYERN CLOSE IN ON VIDAL: Arturo Vidal is set to depart Juventus for a return to the So
that is your lot from today's transfer blog - stay tuned to the website Manchester United transfer
news: Red Devils target Nicolas Otamendi 'could go.
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